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Introduction

The Oregon Potato Commission requested the Department of Agricultural Engi-

neering at Oregon State College to make a survey of potato combines in Oregon

and Southern Idaho to ferret out the functional features which appear to be desir-

able, and which might be incorporated into any farmer- or machine-shop-built

machines. The purpose of presenting the results of survey was in the interest
of getting machines built that would reduce the amount of mechanical injury and

lower labor costs in harvesting.

A preliminary survey was made during the last half of April and the first

week of Nay. During the preliminary survey the location of machines in both
Idaho and Oregon was determined and pictures were taken of the features that

seemed to have merit. The machines were not in operation and time could not be

spent to go over each machine thoroughly.

Thring October of this year (1952), the same machines were seen in operation

in the field during the harvest. Additional machines were included in the

October study. During the digging season this fall, the ground was unusually

dry. This resulted in many of the potatoes being more mature than usual at dig-

ging time. The skins were well set in many cases, and less than normal skinning

was experienced. Also, due to an extremely dry condition, the ground was clod-

dier than usual. There was no opportunity to observe any of the machines under
adversely wet conditions which are present some years.

Potato growers in the state of Oregon are interested in mechanical bulk
harvesting of potatoes for three main reasons:
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farms with potato combines in Idaho; Mr. Don Palmer, Oregon Potato Commission,
for aid in contacting farmers and potato buyers in Oregon and for appraising the
amount of mechanical injury encountered by the potato combine; Turner Bond, Gene
Lear, and Walt Jendrzejewski, County Agricultural Extension Agents in Naiheur,
Deschutes and Klamath Counties, respectively, for their aid in locating farms with
potatD combines in Oregon.
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A smaller labor force is required to harvest potatoes with mechanical
bulking equipment than by the diging, hand picking, and bucking oper-
ation.

The growers with moderately large acreage of potatoes using bulk han-
dung equipment report that they can dig and deliver to storage for one-
third the cost of the conventional band-picking method.

Potatoes go into storage with less mechanical injury by the proper use
of bulk handling methods.

During the 1951 harvest, the Agricultural Economics Department of Oregon
State College made a study on potato injury. They found that 13.7% of the pota-
toes arriving at the farm potato storage bad mechanical injuries, 4.5% were grade
defects, and 9.2% non-grade defects. It is hoped that with mechanical bulking
equipment these percentages can be reduced.

Harvesting Methods
There are five different methods being used for harvesting of potatoes. The

first method uses either a one- or a two-row mechanical digger, with potatoes be-
ing picked up and stacked by hand, the sacks loaded onto trucks manually and
dumped manually at the cellar for storage.

Figure 1. Two-row digger with individual hydraulic depth control. The digger
is built rugged for stony condition of Central Oregon.



The second method uses a sacking combine, or flsackert. This machine coin-

bines the operation of digging, sorting, and sacking. See Figure 2. Sorting is
accomplished by passing the potatoes over sorting tables which may be belt, chain
or multiple rollers; the machine also carries the workers which pick off the vines,
clods, ar1 other undesirable material. The potatoes are sacked as they come off

the sorting table. The sacks are then either loaded directly onto trucks by band
or are set off on the ground to be loaded later. The sacker saves only a small

amount of labor. However, it makes possible the use of labor that might not other-
wise work in the potato harvest The laborers can ride while they work and do
not have to drag the sacks of potatoes over the ground. For the small operator
it has the advantage of not requiring any other additional equipment.

A third method bulks sacked potatoes in the field, as in Figure 3. The field
bulkers can be used either in conjunction with ttsackersfl or with hand pickers.
The field bulkers require special bulk beds for the trucks or trailers hauling the
potatoes from the field. The field bulker cuts down the size of the bucking crews
and the crew at the cellar.

Figure 2. The sacker developed by E. N. Hunphrey at Aberdeen Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, Aberdeen, Idaho.



Figure 3. Field bulkers are common in Central Oregon.

Figure 4. A light weight direct combine adaptable to the grower with small
acreage.
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A fourth method uses the direct bulking combines, Figure 4. By removing
the sacking platform from a "sacker" and adding a conveyor to deliver the pota-
toes into bulking trucks or trailers, a sacker can be converted into a direct
combine. The combine may dig either one or two rows, may be self-propelled,
tractor-mounted, or be a trail-behind machine.

The fifth method uses an indirect combine; one is shown in Figure 5. The
indirect combine differs from the direct potato combine in that it does not dig
the potatoes. The indirect combine picks up potatoes that have been dug with a
potato digger and allowed to set on the surface of the ground for 15 minutes to
one hour or more to dry, and for the skins to set. In wet regions, growers feel
this method will get the potatoes into storage with less dirt. In other areas,
it is felt that immature potatoes will get to storage with less skinning.

The direct combine will requ re one tractor driver, two or three truck
drivers, and from two to five peo le to remove vines, stones, and clods. The
number of people required is depexdent upon the amount of trash, vines, the type
and condition of the soil, and ho* clean the potatoes go into storage. The in-
direct nthod requires another tr4ctor, tractor driver and a digger equipped for
windrowing. Growers using combins claim the total cost of putting potatoes in-
to the cellar is about 7 to 10 cets as compred to 25 to 30 cents when using
hand pickers.
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Figure 5. Indirect combines mounted on a small crawler tractor pick up a wind-
row of potatoes laid down by two-'ow digger.



Figure 6. Idlers are set in to allow straight portion of link to ride on the
idler when chain is run with hooks turned in.

Digger Chain

The digger chain, in many cases, is the greatest cause of mechanical injury
on the potato diggers, sackers, and combines. Nuch of this injury can be avoided
by careful design and management. The digger chain should be run as slow as pos-
sible and still take the potatoes and dirt away from the digging point. About
150 feet per minute is most desirable. The ground speed of the digger should be
not over l- miles per hour. Digger chain link ends should be protected. This
can be accomplished best by operating the digger chain with the raised portion
of the link end on the under side. To do this the lower pulley should be moved
in and a flat pulley used instead of the cone pulley, as illustrated in Figure 6.
If the digger chain is run with the hook portion of the link up, the link ends
should be shielded with belting. Covering the chain links with rubber tubing, as
in Figure 7, will cushion the action of the links and reduce injury. Tinder wet

conditions a chain without rubber-covered links should be available. Use only
enough shakers to get rid of the dirt by the time the potatoes go onto the sort-
ing conveyor. Replace the rest of the shakers with idlers. The Belville com-
bine uses an adjustable shaker, Figures 8 and 9, to take care of spots in the
field where it is more difficult to eliminate the dirt. The maximum angle that
the digger chain will elevate without roll-back is 27°. The angle can be in-
creased slightly with the use of alternate raised and lowered links or straight
and lowered links to form pockets to carry the potatoes.
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Figure 7. This machine uses a rubber-covered digger chain with hooks turned

under, running over cone idlers. Under wet conditions the rubber-covered chain
should be replaced with an uncovered chain. Split digger point allows heavy
roots to pull the slot.

r
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Figure 8. The idler carries the chain under good digging conditions but under
adverse conditions the idler is rotated free of the chain and the shaker is

raised to carry digger chain.



Figure 9. This adjustable shaker on a machine built by the Belville Nanufac-
turing Company can be raised into position by a lever when digging conditions
require additional shaking to eliminate the soil.

Figure 10. The use of a small drive sprocket on the digger chain will help re-
duce the amount of drop onto the sorbing table. The drive shaft has been built
up and padded to keep potatoes and rocks from catching between digger chain
links while going around the drive sprockets.



The spacing between raised links increases while going over the digger chain
drive sprocket, allowing small potatoes and stones to fall through or wedge be-
tween the links. This trouble can be reduced by filling in between the drive
shaft and digger chain with a drum covered with sponge rubber. See Figure 10.

Sorting Tables

There are three main types of sorting tables used on sackers and combines.
One uses a draper chain very similar to the digging chain on a conventional po-
tato digger. See Figure 11. Usually, however, the links are lighter. A second
method uses either a flat or tilted endless belt. See Figure 12. The endless
belt has the advantage of not being able to see the ground passing underneath the
picking table. It does have a disadvantage, however, in that material cannot be
rubbed through the belt but has to be picked off. Where a tilted belt is used,
a certain amount of gravity separation can be accomplished. The third method, de-
veloped by E. N. Humphrey while at Idaho, uses a series of rubber-covered rolls
about three inches in diameter, spaced about an inch and a quarter apart. See
Figure 13. The rubber rolls are most effective in soil conditions that have easi-
ly crumbled or pulverized clods. In wet, sticky soils, the rolls tend to build

Figure 11. A continuous transfer chain sorting table and elevator with rubber-
covered links. Note the belting used to shield the link ends on all potato
chains. The two digger chains drop the potatoes on different sections of the
transfer chain to aid in spreading potatoes for easy sorting.
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Figure 12. This bean combine has a rubberbelt sorting table. The table can be

tilted to allow gravity separation to aid the workers.

t

Figure 13. This machine combines roll separation and chain separation for use on

land with considerable river gravel. The machine can carry six workers. The rub-

ber rofls should be soft (40 shore duronieter), with a dense surface to reduce the
tendency of dirt to build up on the rollers and to cushion the fall of the potatoes.
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Figure 14. The rubber rolls on this sorting bed are kept clean by angle iron
scrapers actuated by a wooden pitman.

up and require considerable attention to keep clean. See Figure 14. Small stems
fall between the rolls very easily, and it is better for removing pieces of vines
than either the belt or transfer chain. The rolls will also pass small stones
and undersized potatoes. The roll-type separation is more costly to build than
the draper chain or belt. For sandy conditions or for sticky soils, the draper
chain will be most desirable. In sand, the extra separating capacity which the
rubber rolls afford is not needed. The chain separators will also handle the wet-
ter soils without excessive build-up. Some combines have a limited amount of per-
sonnel working space built into the machines. About 30 to 36 inches should be
provided per worker. If workers are crowded closer they cannot work as effective-
ly. Several means have been developed to spread the potatoes uniformly over the
sorting table instead of allowing the potatoes to move as a continuous stream aloii
one edge. The method developed by Lawson Kandra and Randall Pope, Merrill, Oregon
growers, uses staggered length rolls, as in Figure 15. Another method extends the
length of one of the digger chains to drop at the center of the sorting table as
in Figure 11.

Some growers used mechanical vine pickers on their combines, Figures 16
and 17. Most of the growers, however, prefer the use of either vine beaters,
Figure 18, or vine pullers, Figure 19, prior to the digging, necessitating less
material to be removed on the sorting table, leaving several small pieces of
vines to be removed instead of the entire vine as a unit. This may be more of a
problem for the growers using the vibrating chain separating table than for those
using the multiple rubber rolls, as the small pieces of vine will work through
between the rolls. The 1952 potato harvest was done under drier, more cloddy
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Figure 15. Rolls of staggered lengths are used to spread the potatoes uniform
ly over the sorting table.

Figure 16. A vine picker using mechanical fingers to remove the vines.
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Figure 17. Chain drive for 23 threeinch rubber roll sorting bed. Note idlers
used to keep roller chain in contact with sprockets. Machine is equipped with
suction fans to remove vines.

p

Figure 18. A Roto Beater working in a potato field to remove the vines.
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Figure 19. Several farmers in eastern Idaho prefer vine pullers over vine
beaters. The vines are pulled between two fast rotating drums and are shredded
with the paddle wheel above.

Figure 20. A closeup of the vinepulling drums and shredding drum on vine puller.
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Figure 21. Joseph Drazil, Malin, Oregon, used this blade to cut the hard soil
from the side of the potato ridge and deflect it into the rills. This reduced
the amount of clods the workers had to remove.

Figure 22. This continuous chain
sorting table and elevator has
flights that lie flat going over
the sorting table but form deep
pockets on the elevator.
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conditions than usual, causing some farmers to be unable to use their combines.
Others had to apply sprinkler irrigation the day before digging before a satis-
factory job of clod elimination could be done with the combine. The slight ir-
rigation softened the hard clods so that they would break up on the digger chain
or when worked over the sorting table rolls, or transfer chain. Joseph Drazil,
near Maim, Oregon, bent scrap iron blades, Figure 21, to run along the side of
the potato ridge and deflect the hard clods off the side into the rills. Mr.

Drazil claims that these clod deflectors kept most of the clods from going up
the digger chain and didn't cause loss of the potatoes.

Elevators

The elevator should have ample capacity to elevate the potatoes from the
sorting table to the bulk wagon. To keep the overall width of the machine in
reason, the elevators have to run at a fairly steep angle. It is therefore neces-
sary to have elevators with deep pockets to carry the potatoes into the bulk
trucks and trailers. The Belville Company, Shelley, Idaho, has developed a flight
with considerable merit, Figure 22, for use on their continuous chain, sorting
table, and elevator. The flight is hinged to the draper chain link, allowing the
flight to lay flat while going over the picking table. This allows the sorters
to work without having to constantly watch out for the flights or raised links
striking their knuckles. Just prior to starting up the elevator, a cam trips

Figure 23. Elevators should be adjusted to keep the drop from elevator to bulk
bed as near 6 inches as conditions will allow.
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Figure 24. The elevator is adjusted to reduce the fall of potatoes to a mini-
mum when starting the load.

Figure 25. The control of the height of the elevator should be handy to either
the tractor driver or one of the workers on the combine. The guide bar at the
end of the elevator is to raise the elevator out of the bulk bed in case either
the combine or bulk bed stops and the other does not.



the flight into the raised position and holds it in a raised position, forming
deep pockets until it delivers the potatoes to the bulk bed. The height of the
end of elevator should be adjustable so that when starting to load the bulk beds
the potatoes will not have to drop much over 6 inches. See Figures 23, 24, and

25.

Combine Drive

The trend in Oregon and Idaho is away from the power take-off drive toward
a separate engine drive. The mounted combines included in the survey used an
adjustable-speed belt drive. Two combines and three sackers used power take-off
drives; all the rest were powered by engines mounted on the combine. Several of
the machines could remove the supplementary engine for use on other equipment.
In Idaho two combines used two supplementary engines, one to drive the digger chain
and the other to drive the separating rolls and elevator or the transfer chain and
elevator, depending on separation method used. Some of the machines were equipped
with a transmission or dual transmission in the power take-off line. However,
none of the machines with power take-off drives are as satisfactorily controlled
as those with an independent power supply. This change is somewhat comparable to
the change which came about with the small grain combine going from the power take-
off to the use of an individual power supply. The self-powered harvester allows
the tractor to be operated in whatever gear is most desirable and throttled ac-
cording to the soil conditions, leaving the machine to run at the speed best suited
to give proper separation without running into undue bruising of the tubers.
Ground conditions may vary considerably and still keep the apron speeds running
the same and give the operators more chance to pick off the clods, weeds, and
trash.

Suggestions for Reducing Mechanical Injury

It should be remembered in all phases of handling that potatoes are a deli-
cate and not a sturdy vegetable, bruising easily. All draper chains should be
run at as low a speed as is practical to get the job done - about 150 feet per
minute for digger chains and about 70 feet per minute for transfer chains. Fast-
moving digger chains give a harder shake and lose the dirt cushion sooner than a
slow-moving chain. While the potato is on the chain a shorter time, it takes
more of a "beating." The chain on the sorting table should be moving slow enough
to give the operators a chance to see what they are doing, but fast enough to keep
material from piling up and hiding the debris. Too fast a moving elevator chain
will tend to throw the potato into the truck bed and cause injury.

The following section is quoted from "The Idaho Potato Harvester, Idaho Ex-
periment Station Bulletin No. 23, by J. W. Nartin and E. N. Huniphrey. "Nuch can
be done with the harvesting machinery and equipment that is now in use on the
farms to reduce harvesting damages to potatoes. The following suggestions, if
properly observed, will rethice mechanical injury.

"1. Dig deep enough to avoid cutting the tubers.

2. Reduce the field speed of the digger to l miles per hour or less.

3. Reduce the digger chain speed to 150 feet per minute or less.
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4. Operate the digger chain with the raised portion of the link end on the
under side or shield them with belting. Comment: If the digger is to be
run under wet conditions, the belting will cause trouble and it is better
to turn the raised portion of the link under.

5. Replace the shakers with idler wheels if soil conditions permit.

6. Put rubber tubing on the digger chain links.

7. Eliminate all drops of more than 6 inches whenever possible.

8. Put padding on the sacking platform, use sponge rubber 1/2" to 3/4t1 thick

and protect with canvas or old belting. Pad the inside of the sacking
hopper with sponge rubber 3/8" thick. Rubber padding can be cemented direct-
ly to the iron by cleaning the surface thoroughly and using a good rubber
cement.

9. Pad the bed of the truck on which potatoes are hauled. Sponge rubber covered
with canvas is excellent. Straw covered with sacks is good or even sacks
alone help considerably.

10. Reduce the speed of any transfer or elevator chain to 70 feet per minute or
less.

11. Put rubber tubing on all transfer and elevator chains.

12. Handle potatoes with care. Harrowing just prior to harvest reduces the
number of clods and helps remove vines. Harrowing plus a very light irri-
gation reduces the amount of clods.

13. Keep machinery off the fields during the growing season as much as possible.
The fewest number of cultivations resulted in the fewest clods."

With the indirect combine, as well as with diggers and direct combine, in-
complete recovery or spillout is a problem, probably being most serious with the
indirect combine. Nost of the farmers and growers have had to alter the gather-
ing shields in order to get satisfactory recovery. Figures 26 and 27 show two
of the more successful gathering shields.

A. H. Ulaves, Agricultural Engineer at the Red River Valley Potato Research
Center, has listed some of the troubles most frequently encountered with potato
combines in their general order of importance as follows:

"1. Vine and trash elimination.
2. Tuber damage.

3. Incomplete recovery or spillout.

4. Clod and stone separation.

5. Lack of slip clutches and other protective
6. Hazards to the workers.
7. Nachine weaknesses and disaligmnent under
8. Soil elimination in sticky conditions.

9. Crew co-ordination and management."

devices.

field stress (Figure 28).
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Figure 26. The design of' the ga.thering wings is important for indirect combines.

Figure 27. Gathering wings used on a direct combine.
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Figure 28. The press wheels are used to help smash clods and to guide the dig-
ging depth. The frame of this machine is reported to be insufficiently rigid.
Considerable springing of the frame is experienced under some digging conditions.

Management
It should be pointed out that many things affecting the effectiveness of

the machine are entirely separate from the machine. A good potato harvest starts
with the preparation of the seedbed and planting of good seed stock. With proper
spacing of seeds and an even stand the harvest operation will be easier. The
selection of the field or difference between fields will make a difference in the
performance of the machine. Too many weeds or quackgrass may require too severe
a beating to knock the dirt out of the weeds and as a result will cause more
mechanical injury than would occur under good field tillage and weed control prac-
tices. The potato variety affects the efficiency of the machine. A round tuber
potato will not go up as steep ar incline as a long tuber. The effectiveness of
the vine treatment, whether with beater or puller, will affect the work required
to remove the sterns. Weather conditions during the harvest will make a differ-
ence in the condition of the potatoes going into storage.

One thing that should always be kept in mind is availability of repairs for
the machine. A breakdown at the time of harvest can cost weeks of waiting for
repairs.
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There is no one combine that will be best suited for all conditions of dig-
ging over a considerable area. Listed below are four soil conditions and the
suggested machines for each.

For sandy soils in areas where the potatoes are mature at digging time
the direct combine with chain separation table will probably be satis-
factory.

For soils that dry with moderately cloddy conditions with an absence of
hard clods, the direct combine with an Idaho multiple rubber roll sepa-
ration table using 12 three-inch rolls for a single-row machine and 18
to 24 rolls for a two-row combine will probably be most satisfactory.
This type bed is very satisfactory in breaking up mellow clods, getting
rid of small stones and short broken vines. The roto beater and vine
pullers were more popular with farmers using the roll separation than
using the chain separation.

. For extremely cloddy or stony conditions the machines will require more
space for pickers to work because hard clods and stones will have to be
removed by hand, allowing from 3 to 5 pickers per row. If part of the
clods are of the type that break up readily or are under 1 inch in size,
a combination of roll separation and chain separation will be preferred.

. For wet conditions or for immature potatoes of varieties not subject to
sun scald, the indirect method of combining, allowing the potatoes to
lay in windrows to dry and the skins to set up; will be preferred. The
type of separation used will depend on which of the three above-soil con-
ditions are present after the brief drying period of to 2 hours.

Safety

Several of the machines studied in the si.rvey bad been built with disregard
for the safety of the workers that ride on the machine. A few safety precaution.-i

that should be heeded are:

All devining rolls should be shielded so that operators cannot get hands
caught.

. All bell cranks, rotating shafts, gears, chains, and sprockets should be
shielded.

Picking tables using draper chain should have no transverse bracing near
picking chain; all chains should be carried on hardwood longitudinal
slides or on rollers.

Workers should not wear loose, flapping clothing which might catch in mov-
ing machine parts0
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Figure 29. The small roll keeps potatoes on the sorting table away from digger
chain, thus reducing potato injury.

Figure 30. Under extremely cloddy conditions it is less work to pick the pota-
toes from the clods as is done on this machine.
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Figure 31. A self-propelled direct combine. The original cost of a self-
propelled is greater than for a comparable machine of either a mounted or trail-
along design.

Figure 32. The Lockwood indirect combine.
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Figure 33. The motor with reduction gear head works very well as a drive for
unloading the bulk beds. The steel rods along the top of this bulk bed caused

mechanical injury.

Figure 34. A combine mounted on a tractor designed to mount special equipment.
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Figure 35. The suction fans remove vines and reduce amount of dust at sorting
table. The large white drums above middle of digger chains are JBtented pneu-
matic clod-crushing rolls. They are not effective on bard clods.



Figure 36. Functional Components of Idaho Potato Combine
(Idaho Experiment Station Bulletin 283)

1. Hydraulic lift for depth control and road
transport.

2. Air cooled 9-12 h.p. engine for digger chain.
3. Air cooled 3-5 h.p. engine for the elevator

and separating rolls. (Not shown)
4. Gear reduction unit.

5. Clutch control for air cooled engines.
6. Throttle contrcl for air cooled engines.
7. Channel iron main frame.
6. Seüaratin rolls
9. 12-tooth dr±ve sprocket for digger chain. N)




